**How to search & browse**

**Search** by keyword across all record fields using ‘All Fields’ OR

**Search** by title, author, subject, type/genre

**Browse** ‘All records’ OR

**Browse** by type/genre

---

**Introductory content**

**View User Guide**
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How to search: refine search results

Limit search results by fields of author, date of publication, genre or subject

To refine your search results, check the "Include/Exclude" boxes on one or more of the facets available.
Annotated bibliographic entries

Annotated entry includes abstracts of novels, titles of short stories and for anthologies, names of authors.

Location of book in National Library, Lee Kong Chian Reference Library (NL) and Nanyang Technological University Library (NTU), Singapore.

Subject terms which can be used to search for other publications.
Interactive bibliographic entries

- Generate list of titles searched to keep track of your research
- Interact with other users by ‘liking’ a title on Facebook
- Share bibliographic details with colleagues by email
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